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This article investigates the legal and ethical tools that should inform Canada’s regulation of the privacy of genetic information. We are the first generation faced with resolving the unique challenges presented by genetic information. Unfortunately, the patchwork of instruments that could regulate genetic information in Canada is insufficient. The prospect of Canadians increasingly generating genetic information without a satisfactory structure for protecting the information is rather alarming. It is therefore important that we commit to reexamining regulations regarding genetic information. Different loci of governance will likely be required. Canada should look to international law and comparative law for inspiration regarding ethical and legal solutions for regulating the privacy of genetic information. The probable regulatory solution for Canada will rest in achieving a middle ground and conceiving of this issue as fundamentally grounded in ethics and human rights.

I. Introduction

Like most issues in medical law, technology defines the basis for an informed ethical and legal discussion regarding privacy of genetic information. In this context, one can consider privacy to be “the right to keep certain information from disclosure to other individuals.” Some have recognized the relationship between ethics, law, and genetics for several decades. With new technological breakthroughs, this discourse is currently enjoying a renaissance. Technological progress in genetics will never be static, and any attempt to fully articulate its effects will be fleeting and imprecise. Since scientists recently completed analyzing the entire DNA sequence of the human genetic code, genetic tests have come one step closer to ubiquity. This issue is therefore of ever greater importance.

Before considering how technological developments will affect individuals and human relations, jurists must understand at least the most important consequences of the most significant genetic discoveries. We must be sensitive to the dynamic relationship between genetic technology and economic, scientific, and cultural forces. If we believe that regulatory responses are necessary to curb potential problems of privacy of genetic information, we must continually reflect upon how governance will best respond to new scientific breakthroughs.

Uniqueness of Genetic Information

Those who advocate for privacy of genetic information argue there are several reasons why human genetic data is fundamentally different from traditional health information. First, the information is useful to identify predicitive genetic predispositions that would otherwise be undetectable. Secondly, this information may have a significant impact on “the family, including offspring, extending over generations, and in some instances on a whole group.” Thirdly, the information may contain a significance not necessarily known or understood at the time of testing. Finally, the information may have cultural significance for persons or groups. These are indeed significant differences (which will be examined below, under “The Public’s Role”). Those who oppose privacy of genetic information overstate the uniqueness of genetic data.

Evolution of Juridical Debate — The Need for a Fair and Balanced Approach

The nature of the debate regarding privacy of genetic information has shifted considerably from the beginnings of the Human Genome Project. During the early years, jurists identified legal problems and called for a general governmental response. During this stage, jurists simply reacted to the issues that technology pushed. Following this phase, jurists critiqued existing regulations and identified new social, legal, and ethical concerns. Currently, jurists are moving to a stage where they are asking more precise questions. Few argue for no regulation. The degree and nature of regulation is, however, hotly debated. Some remain wary of overextending the hyperbole of the “genetic revolution” and suggest that genetic privacy concerns are overblown.
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The divergence between proponents and detractors is a challenge to finding common ground. While we should celebrate jurists who passionately advocate their vision, we should also realize the consequences of both proponents and critics of genetic privacy in “undermining the benefits [on one hand] and magnifying the social and ethical issues [on the other].” Rancorous rhetoric can chill genetic research by undervaluing the work of scientists, the hopes of industry (by creating unrealistic short-term expectations leading to a fall in investment), and the public’s understanding and participation in regulatory debate. This rhetoric deflects discourse to the extremes and damages the possibility of achieving an informed, fair, and balanced discussion on ethics, law, and privacy of genetic information. This has led to calls for a balanced and informed discourse when developing genetic policies and regulations.

**Thesis**

This article assumes that progress regarding genetic technology is desirable and should continue, or at least that technological innovation should not be hindered. We are the first generation faced with resolving the unique challenges presented by genetic information. Unfortunately, the patchwork of Canadian legislation that could regulate genetic information is insufficient. Relevant legislation and constitutional provisions (such as the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the Criminal Code, laws governing professional confidentiality, and data protection) were mostly drafted before genetic testing was a serious consideration. As such, they are not satisfactory for the broad protection of genetic information. The prospect of Canadians increasingly generating genetic information without a satisfactory structure for protecting the information is rather alarming. It is therefore important that we commit to re-examining regulations regarding genetic information. Once we are satisfied that we are on the right course, we should commit to continuous and incremental improvements to the formal and informal regulatory framework.

Different loci of governance will likely be required. Understanding how to harness the strengths of different institutions will be a challenge. Canada cannot be inward-looking when working towards a solution. Rather, the federal government must work with provincial governments, professional organizations, other states, and international organizations when crafting a full solution. The government must also solicit public opinion and ensure that the Canadian public is well informed. Most importantly, no solution should cater to the rhetoric of either extreme. By examining this issue from a human rights perspective, the reasons for protection seem clear. In Canada, we have decided that individuals should have the right to self-determination, personal freedom, privacy, equality, and freedom from discrimination. By not protecting the privacy of genetic information, we risk undermining these important principles of the Canadian ethos.

Canada should look to international law and comparative law for inspiration regarding ethical and legal solutions for regulating the privacy of genetic information. The probable regulatory solution for Canada will rest in achieving a middle ground and conceiving of this issue as fundamentally grounded in ethics and human rights.

**Outline of the Article**

In section II, this article will investigate the relevant social and technological background regarding privacy of genetic information. Section III will examine both ethical and legal frameworks for regulatory reform. Sections IV and V will survey international law and comparative law approaches to regulating genetic information, respectively. The article will then conclude in section VI with suggestions on how Canada should respond to this dilemma. Due to space constraints, I cannot examine case law in this paper. This is not a grave hindrance, however, since it remains a peripheral mode of governance in this area of law and ethics.

**II. Social and Technological Background**

Since the commencement of the Human Genome Project, technological advances have greatly widened the range of genetic information that can be gathered and quantified. Technological improvements have enhanced both the accuracy and predictive ability of genetic information. In addition to improving the results of genetic tests, developments in computer storage systems have made data more easily available in diverse formats. Data can effortlessly flow through different jurisdictions (across provincial and national borders) and become integrated into other computer databases. Once information is added to a database, it is very difficult to extricate it completely. Computers and electronic data banks of genetic information have enabled new methods of informational analysis. Not only is more genetic information available now than in the past, the information is more useful because of increasingly sophisticated methods of analysis. If genetic information is not well-regulated, then it will be difficult to control the spread of this useful data in order to respect privacy, for example.

**The Public’s Role**

Both the government and the private sector currently handle genetic information. To an increasing extent, however, genetic testing and information is the domain of private industry. Corporations are by institutional design opposed to fully disclosing their data or business strategies (for our interest this includes genetic information). Since corporations are unwilling to provide frank and open accounts regarding their work with genetic technology and its consequences, the general
public has received the story filtered through the mass media. Some literature on privacy of genetic information has developed in an academic context, but like other academic discourses, it seems to have had little success in shaping public attitudes. Some scholars therefore charge that rational and effective policies will result only if full and fair disclosure of scientific data is available to a more engaged and informed Canadian public. The media has, nonetheless, revealed many disturbing issues regarding disclosure of genetic information to the public.

Canada, like other developed countries, does not currently have a unified approach to regulating genetic information. Consequently, diverse problems related to handling sensitive genetic information have arisen in the media regarding genetic information proper, genetic samples used in medical research, discoveries of genetic diseases, crime fighting, and the fight against terrorism. With many potential applications for genetic information, genetics is clearly affecting human relations in many ways. Without full disclosure regarding the potential risks associated with genetic information, it is not surprising that much of the public remains anxious about genetic discrimination and the loss of privacy.

Some uses of genetic information have been more readily accepted both by the public and formal legal regimes. For example, both the public and the law have accepted the use of genetic information for "criminal surveillance of morally reprehensible activities." This article will not focus on the use of genetic information in the criminal law context since this has recently received extensive treatment by the Supreme Court of Canada. Instead, the lacunae in the law will be given more extensive treatment. Many uses of genetic information, such as proposed data banks of genetic information for specific populations, are not publicly supported.

Genetics and Social Forces

This issue is affected by, and informs, myriad social forces. With the possibility of shaping so profoundly many human interactions, one legal writer observed:

Today, DNA is not merely the name of the genetic material, it is also the name of a perfume. It is only by taking account of the shifts in meaning, in connotation and in significance that are involved in the transformation of molecular genetics into mass culture that we shall do justice to the public understandings of the new genetics.

Genetic information thus has the capacity to reshape many human relationships, be they at individual or institutional levels. This article accordingly treats genetic information as important not just for its inherent value, but also for its consequential worth. That is, the symbolic and intangible role of genetic data is likely more significant than any physical use of the information.

Who Should Have Access to Genetic Information?

Genetic information is important to many different people and institutions, some of whom have legitimate ethical and legal claims, and others who do not. Normally, the individual who was genetically tested should know the results. Doctors, who could use the information to help the patient, may have an interest in accessing it. Individuals who are directly linked to the person being tested may have strong and compelling claims for accessing the genetic information. Family members, especially genetic family members, may have a stake in this information. Genetic family members could determine if they should be tested. On the other hand, family members could discover distressing information about relatives (whether intentionally or not). It can be unclear whether relatives should have access to an individual's genetic information without the patient's informed consent. The basic presumption is against allowing access without consent. The question of whether there is, or should be, an ethical or legal duty on an individual to disclose information to genetic family members is important when considering how this information should be regulated in personal contexts.

Many other individuals and institutions, whose ethical and legal rights to the information are spurious, may desire access to the genetic information of patients. Businesses may wish to screen employees to ensure they do not suffer from genetic diseases, and may gather sensitive information about clients. Insurance and loan companies desire this information to determine premiums and types of coverage for clients. Finally, the state may wish to store genetic information for various reasons such as preventing disease, understanding where to invest money in research and care facilities, promoting a healthier population, as an evidentiary tool in criminal law, and in preventing crime. Currently, there is a growing international consensus about how genetic information should be handled; nonetheless, there remain many critics of the preferred approach. Some, such as Arthur Caplan, believe that in the absence of laws against genetic testing there should be a moratorium against it in jurisdictions that do not have sufficient protection against genetic discrimination. Others take a more pragmatic approach. It is clear that both legal and ethical concerns should inform whatever response is created regarding privacy of genetic information. Canvassing who should have access to this information is obviously an enormous topic in terms of both scope and importance, and is presented here merely to underscore how potentially explosive the debate about genetic information could be if we do not resolve privacy issues as they arise.
III. Theoretical Constructions

The following discussion on the relationship between ethics and legal choices is not intended to be exhaustive. Most importantly, it does not engage either the utilitarian or deontological schools of ethics. Instead, it merely highlights the ethical difference between individualism and collectivism.

Ethical Interpretations — Individualistic and Communitarian Ethics

At first blush, the protection of genetic information is perhaps not as controversial an ethical issue as human cloning or genetic testing. Genetic information is, after all, a consequence of genetic testing. Should ethical discussions be limited to the controversial act itself or to the consequences of the act as well? I am not alone in believing that ethics should inform legal approaches to regulating the privacy of genetic information: a full treatment regarding privacy of genetic information is not complete without considering ethics. Staid legal approaches not informed by ethics will undoubtedly leave lacunae in regulations. The most recent efforts on this subject in international and comparative law recognize that ethics must contribute to any serious discussion. Recently, both UNESCO’s International Declaration on Human Genetic Information and American legislation opposing genetic discrimination have underscored a central tenet of medical liability: the importance of good ethics.

Good ethics, it should be noted, depend on good facts. With rapid technological change in this area — as demonstrated in the previous section of this article — there is significant difficulty in harnessing these indeterminate and ever-changing facts into good ethics and eventually good law. Putting aside the issue of factual indeterminacy, I will briefly examine individualistic and communitarian ethics to gain a deeper and more nuanced perspective on possible regulatory approaches.

Modern Canadian society, like that of other secular Western states, is predicated on what some refer to as “intense individualism”. This commitment to individualism runs so strong that in many cases it operates to the detriment of community goals. Intense individualism, and the concomitant notions of individual autonomy and self-determination, suggest that the state should equip each individual with the ability to make decisions for themselves without undue restraint. This can elicit a provocative tension between the consequences of individualism and the goals of society. For the benefit of society, a commitment to individual rights should be complemented with an equal commitment to individual responsibility.

A devotion to individualism can lead to situational ethics — that is, allowing individuals to judge each situation by itself and reject the inherent wrongness of anything. Situational, or individualistic, ethics offers a unique perspective on the ethical dilemmas posed by genetic privacy. There are central ethical questions regarding genetic privacy that have uncomfortable answers when responded to through individualistic ethics. For example, is it fundamentally and ethically wrong to allow free dissemination of the genetic information of patients? Is it possible to categorically denounce the use of genetic information by corporations regarding employment, or by insurers to set policies for clients? By focusing on individual rights, intense individualists would likely find these activities to be unethical. Intense individualism does not reject the notion that ethics and ideas can be shared by a society. When there is a conflict between the rights of the community and the rights of the individual, however, intense individualists will favour the rights of the individual.

Communitarian ethics, on the other hand, is important in offsetting the possible negative consequences of a strict adherence to intense individualism. Ethical approaches grounded in modernism, such as communitarian ethics, are centered on the notion that certain ideas are inherently good while others are inherently wrong. Those who subscribe to this approach believe that reaching moral relativity through individualistic ethics is potentially very dangerous. Moreover, they believe that there are universal moral human intuitions shared across society. These thoughts on ethics should inform which legal approaches Canada chooses. The next section of the article compares postmodern legal approaches (analogous to individualistic ethics) with modern legal approaches (analogous to communitarian ethics).

Loci of Legal Governance — Informed Through Ethics

One’s theoretical commitments inform not only whether a regulatory approach should exist, but also how it should be manifest through different loci of governance. When determining which institutions should participate in crafting Canada’s regulatory response, there is a tension between modernist and post-modernist approaches to legal reform. Legal modernism (the legal equivalent to communitarian ethics) is based on several central assumptions: first, “the belief in the possibility of a non-ambivalent, non-aporetic ethical code”, and secondly, the associated belief in the “value of reason exercised by the individual apart from any relation to other persons”. Essentially, it maintains that there are rules and principles that can lead to acceptable solutions (if properly implemented). Modernism assumes that genetic privacy issues can be extricated from the particularities of institutional context and resolved through codes, formal regulations, and principles, provided they are stated clearly and unambiguously. Formal legal regimes, whether national or supranational, are grounded in legal modernist commitments.
Postmodernism, on the other hand, suggests that solutions will be much more difficult to implement. One cornerstone precept is that each jurisdiction or institution faces particularities. Having an over-reaching code (such as the UNESCO declarations examined in section IV) will therefore fail to satisfy these complexities. Perhaps most distressing to modernists is the postmodern suggestion that formal law is not the only option for governance, nor perhaps the most important. There will be pressures (from insurance companies, businesses, etc) to adapt certain governance structures. These exigencies and relationships must be recognized.

There is significant divergence between the ethical norms of the two theoretical approaches. One's normative commitments will heavily influence what one envisions as the most appropriate role for legal institutions. Most international work on privacy of genetic information is based on a commitment to modernist norms. This work, bathed in the essence of modernism, centres on formal legal approaches to regulating the issue, rather than legitimizing postmodern notions of informal legal responses. Canadians will likely feel more comfortable regulating an issue as important as genetic information through formal legal instruments. Postmodern legal theory is important in reminding us that informal governance mechanisms, such as relationships between genetic family members, should not be totally neglected.

Four Legal Theoretical Approaches

There are four broad legal theoretical approaches that may be helpful in organizing our thoughts about how to best regulate the privacy of genetic information in Canada: constitutional, statutory, administrative, and market-based regulation. The first is a constitutional, human rights approach. One can imagine this approach standing on its own or complementing other regulatory regimes. It may be effective to circumscribe the application of new technologies that might otherwise encourage discriminatory or stigmatizing practices. This approach relies on existing human rights instruments to interpret new technological applications. One advantage is that existing court processes could be used. Moreover, interest groups could be involved in intervenor status. There are also significant disadvantages to this process, since court processes are slow, expensive, and cumbersome. If courts refused to expand traditional understandings and doctrine, then this process could prove fruitless for actively protecting genetic privacy in Canada. Canadian courts are typically more active in protecting such rights, however.

The second approach is to regulate through legislation. The state would create laws to address the implications of scientific advances through prohibitions, constraints, or moratoria. Relying on statutory mechanisms brings precision, certainty, clarification, and expression of political consensus. However, there is a chance that once legislation is passed, public debate could be replaced with complacency. There is also a risk that numerous statutes from provincial and federal governments could contradict each other; conversely, statutes could be too limited in scope. An adjunct criticism is that any statutory reaction must be responsive to public opinion. Otherwise, it could appear to be imposed in an excessively top-down fashion. Some authors suggest that statutory responses should be reserved for particularly serious issues, and that there is nothing inherently dangerous about genetic information to warrant regulation through legislation.

Legislation does not exist in a vacuum. Rather, legal norms promulgated through legislation are informed through both local and international values. If we believe that legislative action is important in governing the privacy of genetic information, we should look to precedents in both international law and comparative law for inspiration. Sections IV and V of this article canvass international law and comparative law approaches regarding privacy of genetic information, respectively. For example, UNESCO’s International Declaration on Human Genetic Data outlines principles that should inform the responses by states to the privacy of genetic information. Article 23(a) states that

states should take all appropriate measures, whether of a legislative, administrative or other character, to give effect to the principles set out in this Declaration, in accordance with the international law of human rights. Such measures should be supported by action in the sphere of education, training and public information.

A third approach is for the state to empower administrative or regulatory agencies to manage this issue. This could be realized through either external regulatory or quasi-regulatory agencies. These institutions would then concentrate on quality assurance, standardization, and monitoring. They could gradually develop additional codes of conduct to reflect technological advancements. Existing institutions could enlarge their mandate, or new ones could be created. It is possible to create either narrow regulatory agencies for genetic information in particular, or broader and more encompassing agencies for health information in general. There are strong criticisms against over-reliance on regulatory agencies for governance. Empowering regulatory agencies to address complex and sensitive issues may remove the debate from the public sphere more so than other approaches. It is also unlikely that this approach would be a sufficiently robust governance tool to satisfy the regulatory demands encompassing reforms regarding privacy of genetic and general health information.

Also included in this third approach would be governance through the doctor–patient relationship. A patient must trust their doctor sufficiently to reveal very personal details. Without this trust, doctors cannot gain the requisite information to effectively treat the patient. Some believe that doctors should therefore play an
important role in helping to protect the confidentiality and privacy of a patient's genetic information. Others underscore that doctors do not have an absolute obligation to maintain confidentiality. There is indeterminacy about when this principle will be broken because of competing values and interests. Since doctors are not bound to an absolute obligation of secrecy, these observers are wary of governing genetic privacy and confidentiality through this mechanism alone. Nonetheless, the physician-patient relationship is a cornerstone for medical law in Canada, and must be seriously considered in this discourse.

A fourth approach is the neo-liberal, market-driven approach. Marketplace ethics, the ethical cousin of economic neo-liberalism, assumes that proper professional practices will ultimately be created through the market, with ethical people making ethical decisions. This approach is the most flexible for facilitating scientific research, since it advocates no formal constraints beyond those imposed by aggregated market forces. Of course, some observers question the efficacy of allowing the private sector to set the governance structure regarding data collection and dissemination. This theory recognizes neither the influence of non-disclosure by market actors, nor the significant role of advertisements and marketing in shaping the choices of market actors.

Application of the Four Legal Theories to Canada

There is currently limited debate in Canada, or at least very little public debate, about genetic information and privacy. This raises some serious questions regarding the proper mix of governance tools. In the absence of an interested public, will Parliament act? If Parliament does not fill the regulatory gap, is it acceptable to leave regulation to the market, the courts, or other mechanisms? If not, how should interested parties publicly pressure the federal government to legislate on this issue? These are important questions that will continue to be raised as the discourse becomes more mature.

The challenge of public policy is that it must contain both substantive policy goals and the public's involvement. Neither can be missing. The above exposition was intended to underscore the interrelationship between different modes of governance. The most effective governance approach is likely some mix of all four approaches, since they would inform each other and help to achieve a more nuanced and complete template for regulation. The following section will analyze the further challenge of creating a framework that is as flexible and dynamic as the technology.

Three Prongs to Any Regulatory Response

Regardless of the regulatory response chosen in Canada, be it a single method or an interlocking of responsibilities, three characteristics should exist: consensus, graduality, and provisionality. Consensus — the commitment to gain and maintain the support of diverse interest groups — should be a priority. Any regulatory approach may otherwise be considered a top-down imposition. In a legal sense, health care was traditionally imposed on individuals by the health community in certain public health contexts; this was restructured only recently with the development of the doctrine of informed consent. There is now an expectation for patients to participate in an increasingly important role when determining their health care ex ante.

With the doctrine of informed consent determining the relationship between the patient and their health care provider ex ante, it seems hypocritical to empower health care administrators and clinicians to solely decide how the genetic information of patients should be protected ex post. Patients should also have the opportunity to participate in determining what is done with their health information ex post. For consistency, patients' rights should be respected and buttressed with legislation or through the common law. Of course, the amount of power ceded to individuals is at least somewhat determined by the choice of regulatory approach. Some approaches lend themselves to greater patient involvement.

Graduality should be a second important hallmark of regulatory reform. Scientific advances occur so quickly that a static regulatory approach would likely be ineffective. There must therefore be a commitment by governance institutions to re-examine general principles and specific regulation in a slow and continuous fashion. No single attempt to overhaul the regulatory regime would likely be satisfactory in satisfying the nuances of the issue.

 Provisionality is a third prong of regulatory reform. The goal of regulatory reform should not be to create permanent regulation. There must instead be a rigorous commitment to constantly re-evaluate and refresh the regulations and mode of governance. Timetables for review should be created beforehand and created ad hoc. By requiring a constant recommitment to examining the effectiveness of existing regulation, reviews could be subsumed by political opportunists; this must be avoided. Since the relationship between technology and society will continue to change, we must continually revisit the debate and plan for the consequences of new genetic technology. With theoretical examination in hand, this article will now examine international law and comparative law for regulatory models that could inform Canada's approach.

IV. International Law

Since the early 1990s, there have been numerous attempts in international law to organize thoughts regarding genetic information. Although international responses were slow in addressing the concerns of genetic privacy, the discourse has evolved into a full and
complex legal and ethical dialogue. This is exciting both substantively and normatively. The first three international efforts examined below are background and provide context to UNESCO’s recent work. The Canadian federal government should closely examine the most recent UNESCO declarations and ensure that Canada’s regulatory regime addresses the concerns articulated within the documents.

The Bilbao Declaration

The Bilbao Declaration of 1993 stemmed from the International Meeting on the Law and the Human Genome Project. Strictly speaking, this was not a normative text. It was, however, the first international document to address the human genome from a legal standpoint. The document underscored the importance for international agreement and for creating supranational control of genetic information. Five of its conclusions touched directly on genetic information:

3. Personal privacy is the exclusive possession of each person and therefore it should be immune to any interference. Informed consent is an essential prerequisite for interference in privacy. Exceptionally, for reasons of general interest, access to such privacy could be allowed, in any case under legal control.

4. Out of respect for personal dignity, the human body must not be subject to commercialization. However, controlled availability for the sake of therapeutic or scientific purposes. Genetic knowledge belongs to humanity and must be freely communicated.

5. Genetic technology applied to personal identification, being capable of supplying more information than that strictly necessary, must be restricted to the indispensable requirements of each specific case.

6. The use of genetic data giving rise to any discrimination in the field of labour relations, insurance or any other area, will be rejected.

7. It is advisable that international agreements be drawn up and that national laws regulating the application of genetic knowledge should be harmonized. Supranational controls should also be established.

The legal principle of informed consent played a central role in the Bilbao Declaration. Informed consent provides a buttress for other sensitive issues that could be compromised through the improper access of genetic information. This principle was later integrated into the leading documents on genetic privacy.

Many argue that the media has heightened what people are expecting from genetic testing. The need for proper consent and counselling is therefore underscored in this document, as well as in more recent Declarations. The right to know is another aspect of informed consent, and has been so for decades. An interesting extension of informed consent includes the “right not to know”. This notion, originally created regarding AIDS testing, is considered important for genetic testing as well. There is evidence of significant deficiencies of consent among those genetically tested, despite international and national declarations to the contrary. This is a dangerous trend that cannot continue. As of 1999, only 45% of 245 American Genetic Laboratories required informed consent prior to testing. The Bilbao Declaration, despite its limitations, provided a basis for future international law instruments to expand upon regarding genetic privacy.

World Health Organization

A second important international document was the 1994 Declaration on the Promotion of Patients’ Rights in Europe (Promotion of Patients’ Rights) of the European Office of the World Health Organization (WHO). This Promotion of Patients’ Rights, while not explicitly regarding genetic information, underscored the close connection between confidentiality and privacy of health information. The document suggested that the right to privacy is interrelated with both. Both are intended to protect patients from disclosure of data in the medical context (both for therapeutic and non-therapeutic treatment). Secrecy traditionally covered the relationship between the patient and doctor. This Promotion of Patients’ Rights recognized that the rules governing this relationship were no longer sufficient to regulate personal health data stored in data banks and administered by third parties.

Data processing, which has always raised problems of confidentiality, came to the fore. Modern computerized data processing systems were open to access by more people than merely the doctor. Third parties were, in fact, interested in personal medical data — especially genetic information. Adjunct questions remained, such as whether parents should have access to the genetic information of their children. The WHO sought to address these concerns through the doctrine of patients’ rights. The WHO regarded the right of access to health information, and genetic information in particular, in connection with a patient’s right to privacy. Several European countries used this initiative as a catalyst for modifying their regulations in this area.

Council of Europe

The Council of Europe Human Rights and Biomedicine Convention in 1996 created a more robust document on genetic information. The Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine was special for several reasons. First, its legal nature made this document fundamentally different from previous international agreements on genetic information. Second, it had the potential to be a universal document. Membership was open to all member states of the Council of Europe as well as any other country interested in joining. Despite the possibility of extensive membership, the Convention remained essentially regional in nature. The Convention was also limited since it was not a legal instrument on the human genome in particular.
UNESCO

With the groundwork laid, UNESCO was prepared to take a leadership position. Since the late 1990s, UNESCO has made the most important contributions regarding genetic privacy. There have been many advantages to UNESCO undertaking this mandate. Unlike previous recommendations adopted by international organizations, UNESCO’s declarations—written in a standard legal manner and setting ground norms by which member jurisdictions are expected to abide—have been more universally supported than previous efforts. UNESCO’s efforts are based on the language and discourse of human rights, which appeals to the contemporary ethical and legal culture of Canada and many UN members. Most importantly, UNESCO’s declarations deal specifically with the human genome and are not stretched beyond its intended subject matter, unlike previous efforts in international law.

Since its creation in 1993, UNESCO’s International Bioethics Committee (IBC) has concerned itself with developing declarations regarding confidentiality and privacy of genetic data. In 1997, the IBC drafted the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights, which was later endorsed by the UN General Assembly. This demonstration of international agreement became a benchmark for states to draw upon for their legislation, regulations, norms, standards, ethical codes of conduct, and guidelines.

As the boldest international law document of the 1990s regarding genetic information, the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome was important for several reasons. It strongly articulated the “inherent dignity and diversity” underlying the human genome. In a symbolic sense,” the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome states, the human genome “is the heritage of humanity.” This fundamental proposition and commitment to human rights should underlie Canada’s regulatory response as well. Codifying previous work on the topic, the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome stated that informed consent—including the right not to know—is another fundamental proposition in this area of the law and ethics.

One weakness is that the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome, despite setting numerous ground norms, allows member countries substantial latitude to regulate around loose language. There are some instances where the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome’s open language is constrained by appealing to member states to work within the rule of law. For the most part, there are few mandatory responsibilities for UN member countries. This is a standard for intentional legal agreements and is not unique to this document. It should be noted that the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome aims to provide more than simply norms for national regulations. It recognizes the significant international aspects facing a sophisticated regulatory response to genetic information, and therefore underscores international solidarity and co-operation.

Most recently, the IBC prepared a Draft Declaration on Human Genetic Data. This Draft Declaration became the basis for the International Declaration on Human Genetic Data, ratified by the General Conference of UNESCO on October 16, 2003. This ground-breaking Declaration is the most full and sophisticated treatment in international law regarding privacy of genetic information. It rationally recognizes that “the collection, processing, use and storage of human genetic data are of paramount importance for the progress of life sciences and medicine, for their applications and for the use of such data for non-medical purposes.” It therefore calls for a pragmatic approach to regulating genetic information ensuring respect for human rights, fundamental freedoms, and human dignity. The Declaration underscores that the regulatory response of national governments will be very complex, as they must consider and balance many policy goals:

[The principles of equality, justice, solidarity and responsibility as well as respect for human dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms, particularly freedom of thought and expression, including freedom of research, and privacy and security of person, which must underlie the collection, processing, use and storage of human genetic data.]

Interestingly, this UNESCO Declaration is not just by the law, but by ethics as well. Article 24 suggests “[s]tates should endeavour to foster all forms of ethics education and training at all levels as well as to encourage information and knowledge dissemination programmes about human genetic data.” Moreover, article 6(a) mandates that “[i]t is ethically imperative that human genetic data … be collected, processed, used and stored on the basis of transparent and ethically acceptable procedures”. States should therefore attempt to make these ethical and legal decisions with the involvement of society, whether represented by the public, non-governmental organizations, academics, or other groups with training and interest in ethics. One way to ensure this occurs is for states to establish “independent, multidisciplinary and pluralist ethics committees.” UNESCO’s appeal to an ethical approach is not mere lip service; it seems to be sincere that ethics should inform legal regulatory responses. Informed consent is featured even more prominently in the newest UNESCO Declaration. Instead of being described as a legal necessity, informed consent is expressed as an ethical imperative as well. UNESCO recognizes that ethics is central to understanding how to regulate genetic information. Canada should similarly commit to ethically inspired regulation.

Like the Universal Declaration on the Human Genome, the Declaration is sometimes limited in how effectively it is drafted. The Declaration’s final introductory article regarding non-discrimination and non-stigmatization uses non-binding language to assert that states should make
every effort... to ensure that human genetic data... are not used for purposes that discriminate in any way that is intended to infringe, or has the effect of infringing human rights, fundamental freedoms or human dignity of an individual or for purposes that lead to the stigmatization of an individual, a family, a group or communities. 124

This is an important aspect of regulation with which all states will grapple; yet, this article is not precise enough to be very effective in mandating states to limit discriminatory practices. Of course, when working on the international level, it is difficult to be precise. In some cases, moreover, precision detracts from the goal of setting a broad normative framework that can be used worldwide.

Other aspects of the Declaration are very thorough and provide explicit guidance as to how states should consider legislative responses. The remainder of the Declaration covers principles on how to regulate collection of information, 125 processing of information, 126 using genetic information, 127 and storing the information. 128 When determining how to structure its regulatory response, Canada should seriously consider the substantive contents of the UNESCO Declaration.

The Declaration will likely not be the final instrument passed by UNESCO on this topic. Article 26 empowers the IBC and the Intergovernmental Bioethics Committee (IGBC) to continue to contribute and disseminate information on privacy of genetic information. Both committees will therefore continue to examine how to improve the international principles imbued in UNESCO’s declarations. While Canadian academics and regulators should examine the existing UNESCO declarations for inspiration and direction, they should also be aware that UNESCO will continue to respond to new exigencies related to genetic information.

V. Comparative Law

This article does not allow for a full analysis of comparative law. Many jurisdictions have had highly complex initiatives that cannot adequately be captured here. I will therefore be limited to a few thoughts on what Canada can learn from how several states have organized their policy and regulations regarding genetic privacy. What follows is an account of particularly interesting approaches from several jurisdictions.

The United Kingdom

In 1991, the Nuffield Foundation in the United Kingdom established the Nuffield Council of Bioethics as a response to the dearth of government-sponsored organizations for overseeing developments in biomedicine and biotechnology. 129 The Council is designed to identify and define ethical questions raised by recent advances in biological and medical research, and to respond to and anticipate public concern. This organization, although independent from the government, has become the de facto national bioethics advisory body. It works closely with official government insti-

utions, such as the Human Genetics Commission, to define appropriate national public policy directions. In 1993, this organization published Genetic Screening: Ethical Issues. 130 The Nuffield Council demonstrates several important principles. First, not all policy directives must be government initiated. If there is a gap in governance, between what the government is willing to design and what is required, alternatives are possible. Secondly, Canada should observe the Nuffield Council’s leadership on designing public policy that is not merely responsive, but anticipates future circumstances regarding genetic privacy.

Switzerland

The Swiss Federation’s reformed constitution has been in force since January 1, 2000. Following its reform, article 119(2)j reads:

A person’s genetic material may only be analyzed, registered or disclosed with the consent of that person, or if a statute so provides. 131

This is a poignant example of the explicit constitutionalization of the right to genetic privacy. Constitutional reform in Canada is not an attractive option, so it is unlikely that this regulatory alternative will be chosen. However, it does provide a nice example of a different constitutional approach than litigating one’s Charter rights.

United States of America

There is a significant amount of American literature and legislation on this issue. Unfortunately, there is insufficient room in this article to fully explore the nuances of American discourse and developments. This brief discussion will focus solely on the most recent American legislative proposals. In the United States, confidentiality of medical records has historically been addressed through a patchwork of state statutes, which are limited to particular professions or institutions. Recent attempts by the federal government to address the issue of confidentiality and privacy of medical data (or at least electronic medical data) in a comprehensive way have proved very controversial. 132 The American federal government has been more successful in implementing regulations regarding discrimination based on sensitive health information, including genetic data.

On October 14, 2003, the United States Senate unanimously passed the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act. 133 This Bill, supported by the American public and interest groups on behalf of those with genetic predispositions to certain illnesses or harmful conditions, returns to the House of Representatives before it can be sent to the White House to be approved by the President. The Bill provides strong legislative protection against health insurance companies or employers discriminating against clients or employees based on genetic data. It recognizes “that all medical information, genetic or otherwise, should be afforded the same protections under the law”. 134 Some argue that this legisla-
tive response is not sufficiently encompassing and should be expanded to cover any type of discrimination based on health information.\textsuperscript{136} Most, including the U.S. Senate, believe that this is an effective, measured, and balanced response to an increasingly serious problem. It should be noted that the American system of health insurance demanded a quick and meaningful legislative response. It would have been very troublesome if American private health insurers had the capacity to discriminate against clients in this fashion. Canada does not have the same system of health insurance, making it unlikely that an identical statutory response is needed immediately. Nonetheless, Canada should heed the American response on this issue.

**Canadian Policy Response**

Canada has not been completely devoid of formal policy discussion.\textsuperscript{137} In 1997, the Federal Privacy Commissioner contributed to the discourse with a substantial publication.\textsuperscript{138} The Privacy Commissioner designed this document from a human rights perspective, which included a list of core principles that described basic rights and responsibilities regarding genetic privacy. The document went so far as to argue for the creation of a Charter of privacy rights. It advocated replacing staid and traditional responses to governing on privacy with more dynamic ones capable of reacting to quick developments caused by technological improvements.\textsuperscript{139}

The Privacy Commissioner suggested many processes to assist in protecting genetic privacy, including public debate, research, education, sensitization, legislation, regulation, codes of practice, privacy-enhancing technologies, and pilot projects.\textsuperscript{140} In terms of stakeholders, it required many to contribute: “politicians at all levels of government, corporations, educators, the media, privacy commissioners, technology and systems designers, bureaucrats, rights advocates, and individual members of the public.”\textsuperscript{141} Thus, protecting everyone’s privacy rights would become everyone’s responsibility through a multitude of formal and informal processes. The Commissioner eschewed an individualistic approach for a communitarian approach, and advocated a very complex response where regulatory response included a feedback loop. Both the response and the players would react to each other and have responses exercised on them. Any proposal to regulate genetic privacy must not ignore the Commissioner’s deliberations on complexity.

**Canadian Provincial Response — Ontario**

I will examine Ontario as an example of how Canadian provinces approach privacy in general, and genetic privacy in particular. The movement towards protection of personal health information in Ontario began in the 1950s, albeit in a patchwork fashion.\textsuperscript{142} Of course, early health legislation was not intended to protect genetic information. Nonetheless, there was some commitment on behalf of the Ontario government to regulate health information.\textsuperscript{143} As early as 1944, confidential health information was regulated in Ontario public hospitals.\textsuperscript{144} For the most part, the rules merely protected the unauthorized use and disclosure of health information, and not the information itself. Protection of general health law in Ontario has continued to evolve with much legislation passed to this effect.\textsuperscript{145} All of these acts touched on the protection of health information but none did so in a complete and general manner. Instead, individual acts were passed for individual problems. No overarching legislation or policy directive for the issue of health information writ broadly was created.

By the mid 1990s, Ontario’s approach began to change. Consumer and health care providers sought comprehensive personal health information legislation.\textsuperscript{146} While the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care prepared consultation memos\textsuperscript{147} to distribute to stakeholders and draft legislation, the federal government began legislating to protect health information.\textsuperscript{148} Following this federal initiative, provincial regulation has not progressed. Formal provincial legislation does not currently exist regarding the precise issue of privacy of genetic information or genetic discrimination.\textsuperscript{149}

**Canadian Federal Response**

The current state of regulation on the privacy of health information in Canada has been described as “regulatory chaos”.\textsuperscript{150} In addition to professional codes, “guidelines, standards of practice, as well as common law principles”, there are currently five pieces of legislation that govern health information in Canada’s private sector.\textsuperscript{151} Despite the regulatory overlap of federal and provincial legislation, many observers do not believe it is sufficient to ensure the privacy of genetic or mere health information.\textsuperscript{152} More specifically, these statutes are insufficient to explicitly bar employers and insurers from using genetic information to discriminate against employees.\textsuperscript{153}

In 2000, the federal government passed wide-ranging legislation governing the privacy of personal information in the private sector.\textsuperscript{154} Critics claimed that Bill C-6, while effective for certain types of information, was not prepared to deal with simple health information (let alone genetic information).\textsuperscript{155} Centered on a consent-based system, the Bill does not reflect how health care delivery, planning, management, and research are organized in Canada.\textsuperscript{156} There is little question that the Bill is insufficient to grapple with the increased complexities regarding privacy of genetic information. Despite these limitations, Bill C-6 is currently the statutory centerpiece for protecting the privacy of health information in Canada.

The federal government understands that legislation does not operate in a vacuum. A thorough understanding of the feedback loops is required to properly regulate technologically influenced issues. In response, the federal government established the Canadian Bio-
technology Advisory Committee to “provide expert advice to the federal government on ethical, social, regulatory, economic, scientific, environmental and health aspects of biotechnology.” There are numerous other federal advisory bodies and working groups contributing to the discourse. The legal community in Canada is enjoying an increasingly important role, especially within the federal government. It is important that Canada not forget the importance of ethics when committing to develop a legal discourse on genetic privacy.

There is a strong feeling on behalf of some lawyers that the federal government must play an overarching role in Canada, since not all genetic tests are done within a single province, and in many instances tests are sent across provincial borders to be processed. Having some federal standardization on such an important issue seems to be of great importance. If criminal sanctions were to be used to regulate genetic information, that would be a federal responsibility as well. For now, genetic information remains largely unregulated in Canada. There is a “danger . . . that, absent regulatory safeguards and quality controls, the forthcoming multitude of predictive genetic testing services will be overused . . . and misinterpreted by patients, providers, insurance companies, and employers.” In the absence of sufficient existing legislation in Canada, what should drive a sophisticated regulatory response?

VI. Conclusion

Canada’s response to the creation of genetic information and the possibility of its misuse has thus far been inadequate. This article has examined ethical and legal approaches that should inform the Canadian response. Unless Canadians either believe that no formal state-based regulation is necessary or they wish to submit to market regulation, a “sustainable and comprehensive regulatory policy is needed”. Assuming regulation is necessary, there are many competing ethical and legal values that any proposed solution must balance.

Consensus will be difficult to achieve regarding the appropriate mixture of regulatory approaches. There are scores of issues to consider, but the allure of simplistic solutions looms large. Any solution must be informed and balanced. Many believe that there is a lack of public discourse in Canada. It is very difficult to create thorough legislation on new areas of regulation, even if there is full public participation. To do so without discourse is even more difficult. It is not unreasonable to suspect that “rational and effective policies will only result from additional basic scientific data being made available to a more informed and engaged Canadian public”.

There are many interesting efforts to resolve privacy of genetic information throughout the world, both in comparative law and international law. When establishing ground norms for how Canadian institutions should regulate the privacy of genetic information, we should examine the content of UNESCO’s International Declaration on Human Genetic Data very thoroughly. The Declaration is a sophisticated analysis that marries together the most contemporary thoughts on law and ethics. The federal government, with the assistance of the work done by others in the international community, must soon determine the most effective Canadian regulatory response.
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